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By means of time-of-flight neutron scattering, we have characterized the dynamic structure factor and the
hydrogen motions of polyethylene above its melting point. As signatures of simple-liquid dynamics, we
observe that �i� in the explored dynamic window, the intermediate scattering functions display a single-step
decay, without reminiscence of cage effects, and �ii� the structural relaxation as observed at the intermolecular
structure factor peak shows a weak temperature dependence, indicating a low degree of interchain cooperat-
ivity. However, stretched functional forms are observed for all length scales and temperatures investigated. An
apparent direct crossover from the microscopic regime to Rouse-like dynamics suggests an essential role of
connectivity in the observed stretching. Finally, while at momentum-transfer values above the structure factor
peak the relation between coherent and incoherent characteristic times is reasonably described by the de
Gennes narrowing, at larger length scales it is not reproduced by any existing approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, it is well known that a signature of super-
cooled liquid state is a “two-step decay” of any correlation
function. A first microscopic regime followed by a decaging
toward the structural relaxation is the well-known picture
proposed by the theoretical approach of the mode coupling
theory �1� to the glass transition phenomenon. Also, two dis-
tinct regimes in the relaxation functions are considered by
the coupling model �see, e.g., �2��. This behavior has been
found in different systems including, e.g., low molecular
weight systems, polymers, and colloids, either experimen-
tally or by molecular-dynamics �MD� simulations �see, e.g.,
�3��.

Increasing temperature, the structural relaxation time de-
creases and approaches the microscopic time range. Hence, it
is expected that at high-enough temperature, the intermediate
decaging region would disappear. Then, the importance of
cooperativity effects would be negligible and a simple liq-
uidlike dynamics should be observed with an associated
single decay of the correlations. This kind of dynamics
would take place in a glass-former well above the melting
point TM. The questions arise: is it possible in some way to
infer from this liquid state that the system is willing to form
a glass at lower temperatures �i.e., does it still show similari-
ties with the supercooled liquid state below the melting�? Or
is the behavior of such a liquid as simple as the expected
one, e.g., for a monoatomic liquid?

Studies on low-molecular weight glass-forming systems
�glycerol, propylene carbonate, and benzophenone� by di-
electric spectroscopy and depolarized light scattering well
above their melting points do not reveal a transition to expo-
nential behavior �4�. The authors concluded that the exis-
tence of the second stretched regime is a universal feature of
molecular glass formers even well above TM. They also
pointed out that the relaxation stretching is clearly different
depending on the technique used.

The situation with polymers is even more complicated.
On one hand, most polymers cannot crystallize, i.e., no melt-
ing temperature can be properly identified in most cases. On
the other hand, chain connectivity plays a major role, which
signatures in the liquid state are not yet clear. We may then
ask the question: what is the liquid state of a polymer? To
give definite answers, a direct observation of the structural
relaxation at a molecular level is mandatory. This is achieved
by means of neutron-scattering experiments on the dynamic
structure factor at the intermolecular peak, i.e., by following
the decay of the correlations between the structural units in
the system.

With these ideas in mind, we have used quasielastic neu-
tron scattering to characterize at molecular level and with
space-time resolution the dynamics of the chemically sim-
plest polymeric liquid: polyethylene �PE�. With measure-
ments on a fully deuterated sample, we have investigated the
dynamic structure factor �coherent scattering�, revealing at
intermolecular level the structural relaxation. A time-of-flight
�TOF� spectrometer was used. This kind of instruments ex-
plore momentum-transfer �Q� regions roughly between �0.3
and 2 Å−1—where polymers usually present their intermo-
lecular structure factor peak—and time scales in the picosec-
ond region—where liquidlike dynamics is expected to occur.
Moreover, using a protonated sample, we have accessed the
self part of the van Hove correlation function for hydrogens
�incoherent scattering�. As our aim is to determine to which
extent the dynamics of a liquid polymer can be considered as
corresponding to a “simple liquid,” one key point is to check
the relationship between coherent and incoherent scattering
functions in simple liquids predicted by de Gennes �5�.

Due to its chemical simplicity, PE has been subject of a
large number of neutron-scattering experiments. Probably
due to the difficult interpretation of collective dynamics, al-
most all of them address incoherent scattering on protonated
samples �see, e.g., �6–12��. To our knowledge, only two
works have been published on the dynamic structure factor
of PE �7,9�. None of them considered the here-raised ques-
tions: Buchenau et al. �7� did not analyze the spectral shape*a.arbe@ehu.es
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of the dynamic structure factor and no direct comparison was
made between incoherent and coherent scatterings. Holzer et
al. �9� focused on the semicrystalline regime.

On the other hand, polyethylene is also the ideal polymer
to perform MD simulations �see, e.g., �13–20��. In some of
those works �16,18–20�, the simulations have been combined
with incoherent-neutron scattering measurements. The col-
lective dynamics of molten PE and its relation with the self-
motions has never been addressed in those studies.

This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we intro-
duce the magnitudes measured by neutron scattering and
present the experimental details of this work. Section III
summarizes the main features established during the last
years for the dynamics of glass-forming polymers below the
melting point and briefly presents the Rouse model describ-
ing the single chain dynamics of polymer melts. The aim is
to set the reference for further discussion of PE results in the
liquid state. The two next sections are devoted to present the
results and explain the procedure for data analysis. In the
discussion �Sec. VI�, we first address the structural informa-
tion that can be extracted from the coherent data �Sec. VI A�
and then we focus on the dynamical aspects �Sec. VI B�.
They include the observation of the structural relaxation
�Sec. VI B 1� and of the H motions �Sec. VI B 2�. The role
played by chain connectivity is then considered in Sec.
VI B 3. The comparison between collective and self-motions
is discussed in Sec. VI B 4 and finally the main conclusions
are summarized.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Samples

We investigated fully protonated polyethylene �PEh� and
fully deuterated polyethylene �PEd�. The thickness was 0.12
mm for PEh and 0.7 mm for PEd, leading to neutron trans-
missions around 92%. The molecular weight of both samples
was Mw=80 Kg /mol with polydispersities close to 2 in both
cases. A melting temperature of 400 K was determined by
differential scanning calorimetry �DSC�.

B. Neutron scattering

The neutron intensity scattered into a solid angle between
� and �+d�, after having exchanged an energy between E
and E+dE with the sample can be expressed as �see, as
general references, �21–23��

�2�

�� � E
= � �2�

�� � E
�
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+ � �2�

�� � E
�
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4�
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Here, �inc��coh� is the incoherent �coherent� scattering cross
section and Sinc�Q ,�� �Scoh�Q ,��� the incoherent �coherent�
scattering function. Q is the modulus of the momentum
transfer and �=E /�. For small energy transfers, the value of
Q is close to that corresponding to the elastic condition Qel,
Qel=4� sin�� /2� /�, where � is the scattering angle and � the
wavelength of the incoming neutrons.

In samples containing different kinds of nuclei 	 �e.g., 	:
H,C,O,D,…� with relative abundance n	, �inc=�	n	�inc

	 and
�coh=�	n	�coh

	 , where �coh
	 =4�b	

2 �b	: scattering length of
nucleus 	�. Due to the high value of �inc

H �80.27 barns�, the
intensity scattered by protonated samples such as PEh is
dominated by the incoherent contribution from the hydro-
gens ��inc

C =0, �coh
H =1.76 barns �bH=−3.74 fm� , �coh

C

=5.56 barns �bC=6.65 fm��. Sinc�Q ,�� is the Fourier trans-
form of the intermediate incoherent scattering function
Sinc�Q , t� and the double Fourier transform of Sinc�Q ,��
yields the self part of the van Hove correlation function
Gself�r , t�. Incoherent scattering looks at correlations between
the positions of the same nucleus at different times. For some
simple cases, Gself�r , t� is a Gaussian function �21,23� and
Sinc�Q , t� is entirely determined by the mean squared dis-
placement 	r2�t�
,

Sinc
gauss�Q,t� = exp�−

	r2�t�

6

Q2� . �2�

In general, deviations from the Gaussian form of Gself�r , t�
�and consequently from Eq. �2�� are expected. Sinc�Q , t� can
then be expressed in terms of its expansion in Q2 �24,25�

Sinc�Q,t� = exp�−
	r2�t�


6
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	2�t�	r2�t�
2

72
Q4 + ¯� ,

�3�

where the so-called second-order non-Gaussian parameter
	2�t� gives the leading correction.

On the other hand, since �inc
D =2.05 barns and �coh

D

=5.59 barns �bD=6.67 fm�, a perdeuterated sample such as
PEd scatters mainly coherently—the incoherent contribution
of D in PEd only amounts to less than 20% of the total
scattering. Coherent scattering deals with relative positions
of atomic pairs
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where 	 ,� refer to the different kinds of isotopes. As the
scattering lengths of C and D are nearly identical, coherent
scattering in samples such as PEd delivers the true or total
dynamic structure factor. For t=0 �equivalently, the integral
over all energies�, this corresponds to the total static structure
factor S�Q�.

MIBEMOL

In this work, we used the TOF spectrometer G6-2 MIBE-
MOL at the Laboratoire Léon Brillouin �LLB�, in Saclay
�France�. With an incident wavelength �=5.0 Å, an energy
resolution E=92 �eV �half width at half maximum,
HWHM� was achieved and a Q range of 0.51–2.23 Å−1 was
covered for elastic scattering.

The samples were placed into flat aluminum containers
and put at an angle of 135° with respect to the incident beam
in order to avoid self-shielding and self-absorption effects at
low- and intermediate-scattering angles. The high value of
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the transmission of the sample ��92%� allows neglecting
multiple-scattering effects. The measuring times were of
�4.5 h for the protonated sample and 6 h for the deuterated
sample. We investigated the following temperatures above
the melting: 421, 446, 477, 510, and 551 K. Spectra at 180 K
in the semicrystalline state were also recorded. Wavelength-
dependent detector efficiency corrections were performed
with the program SQOMEG available at the LLB by calibra-
tion with a vanadium measurement; these data were also em-
ployed as resolution function. The contribution from the
sample container was determined at two temperatures �200
and 520 K� and properly subtracted from the spectra. For the
protonated sample, where a smooth Q dependence is ex-
pected, data corresponding to different detectors were
grouped to improve statistics, resulting in nine grouped spec-
tra. For the deuterated sample, all detectors were considered
independently in order to properly resolve the Q dependence
of the relevant parameters. The configuration of the detectors
leads to a gap in the Q range between 0.6 and 0.8 Å−1 that
becomes apparent in these results.

III. GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR GLASS-FORMING
POLYMER DYNAMICS

Neutron scattering investigations of the dynamics in
glass-forming polymers in the supercooled liquid regime
have demonstrated that the correlation functions decay in
two steps. The microscopic one below �1–2 ps is domi-
nated by the fast motions within the cage imposed by the
neighboring atoms and the correlation functions follow an
approximately Debye-like behavior �26–29�. Above the pico-
second, the second slow decay of both coherent and incoher-
ent intermediate scattering functions shows stretched behav-
ior and can be well described by stretched exponentials or
Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts �KWW� functions

S�Q,t� = A exp�− � t

�w
��� . �5�

Here, A is an amplitude factor, �w is the characteristic time,
and � is the shape parameter or stretching exponent which
quantifies the deviation from simple exponential behavior.
For coherent scattering, this has been proven by neutron
spin-echo �NSE� measurements mainly at the intermolecular
correlation peak in a large number of deuterated polymers
�30�. Those studies have established the essential properties
of the structural relaxation, such as the above-mentioned
stretching and the scaling with the macroscopic viscosity,
implying time-temperature superposition �30�. NSE �30� and
backscattering �see, e.g., �31,32�� studies on the self-motions
of H atoms in the range Q�0.2. . .1 Å−1 have shown that
within the uncertainties, �i� the � parameter is Q independent
and close to 0.5, �ii� the characteristic time follows a Q de-
pendence �w
Q−2/�, and �iii� the Lamb-Mössbauer factor A
is described by A=exp�−	u2
Q2 /3�. Such observations imply
that the Gaussian approximation �Eq. �2�� is fulfilled �31,32�,
with 	r2�t�

 t� �sublinear anomalous diffusion�. However,
weaker Q dependences of the characteristic time are found at
larger Q values �33–43�. MD simulations on some polymers
�36,38� have allowed attributing these deviations to the non-

Gaussian events taking place in the decaging time region.
There, the second-order non-Gaussian parameter 	2 exhibits
a main peak and the mean squared displacement of the atoms
displays a kind of plateau connecting the microscopic regime
below �1 ps and the sublinear increase. At the structural
relaxation time �	 �the characteristic time of the decay of the
intermolecular correlations�, the sublinear Gaussian regime
of the atoms is already well established �34,44�.

On the other hand, in the high-temperature range, the
chain dynamics becomes very fast and may contribute to the
neutron spectra. The Rouse model �45,46� has proven to de-
scribe well �30� the chain dynamics at long times and
intermediate-length scales, where the conformational entropy
is the essential ingredient. This model starts from a Gaussian
chain representing a coarse-grained polymer model where
springs stand for the entropic forces between hypothetic
beads. The chain consists of N beads of length �. The solu-
tion of the corresponding Langevin equation �Brownian
coupled oscillators� results in a spectrum of normal modes of
characteristic times

�p =
1

4W sin2 p�
2N

. �6�

Here, p=0. . .N−1 is the mode number. The Rouse frequency
W is defined as the ratio between the entropic force 3kBT /�2

�kB: Boltzmann constant� and the friction coefficient �. The
mean-square displacement of segment n along the chain can
be obtained as

	rn
2�t�
Rouse = 6DRt +

4N�2

�2 �
p=1

N
1

p2cos2� p�n

N
�

��1 − exp�−
t

�p
�� . �7�

For small-enough p, one obtains

	r2�t�
Rouse
p�N−1 = 2�W�4

�
t + 6DRt . �8�

The self-correlation function Sinc
Rouse�Q , t� is obtained in

Gaussian approximation �Eq. �2��. For Q values where the
diffusion contribution is not important, it has just a KWW
form �Eq. �5�� with �=0.5 and characteristic time

�self
Rouse�Q,T� =

9�

W�4Q−4. �9�

Due to the patent similarities of the descriptions of the inco-
herent scattering functions in the 	-relaxation regime and in
the Rouse regime, it is difficult to distinguish between these
two dynamical regimes and elucidate the existence of a
crossover between them. This question has recently been ex-
perimentally addressed in some polymers. In the case of
poly�vinyl ethylene�, the size of the “Rouse blob” �below
which the model fails� was found to be about ten monomers
or 20 bonds �44�. This size could be smaller in the case of
polyisoprene �47�. Above its melting point, polyethylene ox-
ide apparently shows an almost perfect Rouse behavior
�48–50�; however, simulation results point to deviations oc-
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curring at large mode numbers that, in addition to consider-
ing local stiffness of the chain, require assuming a significant
increase of the mode friction for such mode numbers. A simi-
lar effect was also observed experimentally for polyisobuty-
lene �51,52�.

IV. RESULTS

A. Protonated sample: Incoherent scattering from hydrogens

Figure 1�a� shows representative constant-Q spectra ob-
tained from the protonated sample PEh at 477 K. As previ-
ously commented, they are dominated by the incoherent scat-
tering function of the hydrogens in PE, Sinc

H �Q ,��. In the
insert of this figure, we can see the Q dependence of the full
width at half maximum �FWHM� of the spectra at this tem-
perature. In general, the width of a quasielastic spectrum is
related with the inverse of the characteristic time scale of the

motion. With increasing Q, the spectra become broader, re-
flecting thus faster associated characteristic times. This ob-
servation, together with the absence of elastic contributions,
suggests a diffusivelike behavior of the motions. In Fig. 1�b�,
the temperature dependence of the spectra shows the ex-
pected acceleration of the dynamics �broader curves� when
heating the sample.

B. Deuterated sample: Dynamic structure factor

In contrast to the incoherent spectra, the intensity coher-
ently scattered by the deuterated sample shows a clear modu-
lation with momentum transfer, with a broad maximum cen-
tered at Q�1.3 Å−1 in the molten state. As mentioned
above, the integral of the coherent scattering function over
all frequencies is the static structure factor S�Q�. Experimen-
tally, this integral is performed in diffraction experiments,
where all neutrons scattered in a given angle are counted
irrespective of their energy transfer. We have calculated this
function from our constant-� spectra for the different tem-
peratures investigated and the results are shown in Fig. 2.
The most salient feature of the structure factor at 180 K in
the window explored is the presence of three sharp Bragg
peaks. They are signatures of the presence of crystallinity in
the sample; in addition, a broad maximum in the region of
Q�1.5 Å−1 can be envisaged as well as a tendency to in-
crease in the high-Q range which reveal the weak contribu-
tion of a remaining amorphous fraction in the material.
Above the melting point, the patterns lack sharp Bragg peaks
and show the typical aspect of a liquidlike structure factor.
The main broad peak centered in the region of Qmax
�1.25 Å−1 slightly shifts toward lower Q values with in-
creasing temperature �from 1.3 Å−1 at 421 K to 1.2 Å−1 at
551 K�. On the other hand, the value of the low-Q plateau of
S�Q� increases with temperature. This observation is consis-
tent with an increasing value of the compressibility of the
system, but it might also reflect the structural changes that
cause the shift and change of the shape of the first peak. The
results obtained above �1.7 Å−1 are practically indistin-
guishable for the different temperatures above the melting.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Spectra obtained by interpolation at con-
stant Q for the protonated sample: �a� at 477 K and the Q values
indicated; �b� at 1.3 Å−1 for the different temperatures investigated
in a logarithmic representation. In �b�, the following factors have
been applied for clarity: 16 �421 K�, 4 �446 K�, 1/4 �510 K�, and
1/16 �551 K�. Solid lines through the points are fits with KWW
functions. Dotted lines in �a� show the resolution function. Insert in
�a� shows the Q dependence of the FWHM of the spectra at 477 K.
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Focusing now on the frequency dependence of the dy-
namic structure factor, Fig. 3�a� displays some spectra at
477 K. For this temperature, the insert shows the Q depen-
dence of the FWHM. An almost constant behavior in the Q
range below Q�1.3 Å−1 is followed by a steep increase at
higher Q values. On the other hand, Fig. 3�b� shows spectra
at Q=1.3 Å−1 �close to the structure factor peak Qmax� for
different temperatures. With increasing temperature, we ob-
serve faster dynamics.

V. DATA ANALYSIS

We have parametrized our spectra in a phenomenological
way by using the versatile functional form of a stretched
exponential �Eq. �5�� for the intermediate scattering function.
In principle, all three parameters �A ,� ,�w� may depend on
both Q and temperature. The Fourier transform of the model

scattering function in frequency domain was convolved with
the instrumental resolution and fitted to the experimental
data. As can be appreciated in Figs. 1 and 3, the KWW
function describes very well both the incoherent and the co-
herent spectra. Small deviations can only be envisaged in the
low-temperature range investigated and for rather high fre-
quencies above �6 meV �see Fig. 3�b��.

Figure 4 shows the results obtained for the � parameter
and characteristic time in the case of the self-motions of
hydrogens. The clear increase of the shape parameter with
increasing Q and T �Fig. 4�a�� indicates that the intermediate
scattering function becomes closer to a single exponential at
local length scales and high temperatures. On the other hand,
the dispersion of the characteristic time �w

inc at high tempera-
tures is close to a Q−2 law, while at lower temperatures
shows a steeper power law in the low-Q range �Fig. 4�b��.
This implies different temperature behavior of �w

inc for differ-
ent Q values considered. In the temperature range investi-
gated, the apparent activation energy of this characteristic
time continuously increases from 1.4 Kcal/mol at Q
�1.5 Å−1 to 4 Kcal/mol at 0.7 Å−1. Finally, the values de-
duced for the amplitudes are close to 1 and hardly depend on
Q—as expected for the total intensity of incoherent scatter-
ing. This implies that the KWW function describes the global
decay of the intermediate scattering function—there is no
need to include a Lamb-Mössbauer factorlike contribution.

Now turning to the deuterated sample, the results obtained
for the three fitting parameters are represented in Fig. 5. Not
only the amplitude of the function but also the shape param-
eter and the characteristic times show oscillations which are
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reminiscent of the maximum of S�Q� at Qmax�1.3 Å−1. This
is a clear signature of coherent scattering.

In addition to the analysis in the frequency domain, we
have performed the Fourier transformation of the experimen-
tally obtained data into the time domain to obtain the inter-
mediate scattering functions. By division by the Fourier
transform of the resolution function, the influence of the in-
strumental resolution is removed. Figure 6�a� shows as an
example the results obtained for the incoherent case,
Sinc

H �Q , t�, at the intermediate temperature investigated. Here
we can appreciate how good are the descriptions of these
curves in terms of normalized KWW functions. We also note
that, due to the different effective frequency windows ac-
cessed by TOF for different Q values, the time range covered
varies with momentum transfer. At smaller Q values
��0.9 Å−1�, the window is restricted to times longer than
the picosecond �interpolation beyond 2–5 meV is not pos-
sible�. On the other hand, it can also be seen that the decay of
the correlations is well centered in the TOF window.

Starting from the correlation function in the time domain
Sinc

H �Q , t�, we can easily check whether the Gaussian approxi-
mation �Eq. �2�� is fulfilled. If so, the function f�Q , t� built as

f�Q,t� = −
6

Q2 ln�Sinc�Q,t�� �10�

is independent of the considered Q value and directly deliv-
ers the time-dependent mean-squared displacement of the
protons 	r2�t�
. Figure 6�b� clearly shows that this is not the
case for 477 K. Similar results are obtained for the other
temperatures investigated. Scrutinizing the Q dependence of
f�Q , t�, we can extract information on the second-order non-
Gaussian parameter 	2�t� introduced in Eq. �3�. To obtain the
values of 	r2�t�
 and 	2�t�, we have interpolated the function
f�Q , t� at different values of the time. Figure 7 shows the
results at 477 K for several times. It turns out that the Q
dependence of f�Q , t� cannot be described by considering
only the leading correction term, but demands the use of
higher-order corrections. Including a further term in the ex-
pansion

f�Q,t� = 	r2�t�
 −
	2�t�	r2�t�
2

12
Q2 + C�t�Q4, �11�

the data can be well described. The fit of Eq. �11� delivers
the time evolution of 	r2�t�
, 	2�t�, and C�t� shown in Fig. 8
for three of the temperatures investigated.
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VI. DISCUSSION

A. Structure

The clear temperature dependence of the peak around
1.3 Å−1 in S�Q� suggests its interpretation as due to inter-
chain correlations �53�. In fact, the intermolecular character
of this first peak has been demonstrated by a careful analysis
of the intermolecular hydrogen-hydrogen structure function
obtained from neutron-diffraction isotopic substitution ex-
periments �54�. We can then make an estimation of the aver-
age distance between neighboring chain segments �belonging
to different chains or to the same chain after backfolding� by
applying the Bragg approximation d�2� /Qmax. This dis-
tance increases from 4.8 Å at 421 K to 5.2 Å at 551 K �see
Table I�, presumably due to thermal expansion. These values
are in good agreement with that obtained from atomistic MD
simulations �17� for the first maximum in the intermolecular
mer-mer pair distribution function ��5.2 Å at 450 K�.

On the other hand, the observation of nearly
T-independent features of S�Q� above �1.7 Å−1 suggests
the intramolecular nature of the correlations contributing in
this Q range. The presence of the “universal” peak in the
S�Q� of polymers located at Q2 max�3 Å−1 �53� could also
be inferred from the incipient increase of the intensity in the
high-Q limit of our window. This peak is indeed found in
diffraction measurements covering larger momentum-
transfer range �7,54,55�.

B. Dynamics

The KWW description of the scattering functions indi-
cates stretching for all Q values and temperatures investi-
gated. Though this stretching is minimized for the structural
relaxation �Scoh�Qmax , t��, the extrapolation of the � value
characterizing this function �Table I� to higher temperatures
would indicate a value close to 700 K �i.e., 300 K above the
melting� for the temperature where we would observe a
single exponential. Obviously, this range is experimentally
inaccessible due to polymer degradation. We now compare
the features of the dynamics in the liquid state of PE with

those commonly observed in glass-forming polymers in the
supercooled regime �Sec. III�.

1. Structural relaxation

First of all, we consider the features of the structural re-
laxation as directly followed by Scoh�Qmax , t�. This function
is shown in Fig. 9 for the different temperatures investigated.
An important point to realize is that Scoh�Qmax , t� does not
display a two-step decay but it evolves in a smooth continu-
ous way in the whole time-window explored �0.5–12
ps�—no signatures of a cage effect can be resolved. How-
ever, as pointed out before, the curves show a significant
stretching which increases with decreasing temperature.

Figure 10�a� shows the dynamic structure factor in the
usual scaling representation applying the shift factors de-
duced from rheological measurements �56� �reference tem-
perature: 477 K�. Contrary to the general behavior found for
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the 	 relaxation in polymers in the NSE time window, the
data do not superimpose in a single master curve. In Fig.
10�b�, arbitrary shift factors have been applied to the time
scale to achieve the best superposition of the decays; this is
only possible however in the long-time tails of the data.
Thus, the time-temperature superposition principle which is
generally observed in supercooled polymers for the 	 relax-
ation still works in PE at long times �above �2–3 ps� and
fails in the microscopic region. The applied shift factors
�shown as circles in the insert of the figure� can be rather
well described with an Arrhenius-like dependence with an
activation energy of 5 Kcal/mol, significantly lower than the
apparent activation energy shown by the extrapolation of the
rheological data in this temperature range ��8 Kcal /mol�.
Seemingly, above the melting, the cooperativity effects giv-
ing rise to the Vogel-Fulcher dependence observed at lower
temperatures are much less significant. We note that the ob-
served activation energy approaches that in the isolated chain
�3.25 Kcal/mol� as obtained in the simulations by Boyd et al.
�15�.

Due to the change in spectral shape when considering
different temperatures, the average relaxation time 	�
 �first
moment of the equivalent distribution of relaxation times�
might be a more representative parameter to discuss the re-
sults. In the case of KWW functions, 	�
 can be obtained as

	�
 = �� 1

�
� �w

�
. �12�

In fact, we note that the temperature dependence of
	�coh�Qmax ,T�
 is very close to that of the shift factors ob-

tained from the superposition of Scoh�Qmax , t�, while
�w

coh�Qmax ,T� shows a weaker dependence �apparent activa-
tion energy: 3.4 Kcal/mol —almost identical to that of the
isolated chain�. In the following, we will therefore consider
	�coh�Qmax ,T�
 as the representative value for the structural
relaxation time �	 �see Table I�.

2. Hydrogen motions

The self-motions of hydrogens also show a different be-
havior than that expected at lower temperatures. Salient fea-
tures are the Q- and T-dependent spectral shapes of the in-
coherent scattering function and the close to Q−2 law
observed for the characteristic time at the highest tempera-

TABLE I. Parameters characterizing the structure and dynamics of PE.

T
�K�

d
�Å� �coh�Qmax�

�w�Qmax�
�ps�

	�
�Qmax�
�ps�

W�4

�Å4 /ps�
�mon

�Å�
�mon

�ps�
�seg

�Å�
�seg

�ps�

421 4.8 0.57 4.5 7.3 16.0 5.9 7.9 13.2 197

446 4.9 0.64 3.3 4.5 27.1 5.9 4.4 13.1 109

477 5.0 0.68 2.7 3.4 42.9 5.8 2.6 12.8 64.3

510 5.1 0.70 2.1 2.7 60.6 5.6 1.7 12.6 42.2

551 5.2 0.80 1.8 2.1 82.2 5.5 1.1 12.3 28.4
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Normalized dynamic structure factor at
its first maximum for the different temperatures investigated. The
line shows a single exponential decay.
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ture �Fig. 4�. They do not correspond either to the standard
behavior in the 	-relaxation regime ���0.5,�
Q−2/��, or a
Rouse-like motion ��=0.5,�
Q−4�, or to a pure diffusive
behavior ��=1,�
Q−2�; moreover, due to the Q dependence
of the spectral shape, it is difficult to elucidate, for example,
whether or where the Gaussian approximation is fulfilled.
Finally, we note the nearly constant amplitude factors ob-
tained from the KWW descriptions of the scattering func-
tions.

The interpretation of these observations is best realized
considering the results in the time domain. In a similar way
as Scoh�Qmax , t�, the intermediate incoherent scattering func-
tion lacks a two-step decay in the accessed window �see Fig.
6�a��. The mean-squared displacement of the hydrogens dis-
plays a clear direct crossover from a linear increase at mi-
croscopic times below �1 ps toward a sublinear regime at
longer times �Fig. 8�. This indicates that the dynamics is so
fast that the H atoms do not feel any cage effect from neigh-
boring chains. The value of the exponent in the sublinear
regime tends to slightly increase with increasing tempera-
ture, from 0.45 at 421 K to 0.6 at 551 K. On the other hand,
the non-Gaussian parameter shows only one maximum lo-
cated in the microscopic region. With increasing tempera-
ture, the value of 	2 decreases and the position of the maxi-
mum slightly shifts to faster times �0.9 ps for 421 K, 0.7 ps
for 477 K, and 0.4 ps for 551 K�. There is no clear signature
of the strongly temperature-dependent second peak of 	2�t�
which usually appears in the crossover region from micro-
scopic to subdiffusive behavior attributed to the local events
leading to the decaging process �34,38�. In Fig. 11, we com-
pare the evolution of the mean squared displacement of H
atoms to the decay of the intermolecular correlations at the
two extreme temperatures investigated. The structural relax-
ation time �	 is located very close to the time where the
direct crossover takes place. This implies that, if there would
be a cage effect, the decaging process would take place al-
ready in the microscopic regime. For comparison, Fig. 11
also shows the time �d when the displacement of a H atom
reaches the intermolecular distance that is about 4 times
longer than the structural relaxation time �	.

Thus, in the high-temperature range explored for PE, we
can say that the decaging process has practically merged
with the microscopic dynamics. Consequently, in the Q, t,
and T ranges investigated, Sinc�Q , t� decays in a single step.
The drastic change from linear to sublinear increase of the
mean-squared displacement in the dynamic window explored
translates into a strongly Q-dependent shape parameter of the
scattering function �Fig. 4�a��. At large Q values �small
length scales�, the dynamics is dominated by the microscopic
motions �vibrations, librations� �18�, which are not very
much affected by correlation effects �and thereby tend to a
Debye-like functional form�. In fact, at lower temperatures,
other polymers show Debye-like relaxation in the micro-
scopic regime. In those cases, we note that the Debye de-
scription of the intermediate scattering functions was limited
to the very short regime, below �1 ps. Here, the whole
decay is considered and at the latest times, the functions
might be influenced by correlated processes or other pro-
cesses with slightly different time scales. At small Q values
�large length scales�, the diffusivelike processes taking place

via torsional transitions �15,18� dominate. Due to chain con-
nectivity, the diffusion is anomalous, leading to stretched de-
cays of the correlation function.

It is worth noting that an observation of mixed decaging
and microscopic dynamics has also been reported for
medium-chain n alkanes in a recent work �57�. Using reso-
lution resolved quasielastic TOF combined with MD simula-
tions, different dominant motions of the molecule were dis-
entangled: tumbling motions of the H atoms around and with
the C atoms, small chain deformations and partial or total
exchange of the place of the molecule with its neighbors,
leading finally to Fickian long-range diffusion. Probably all
the local motions identified for n alkanes are also active in
the long PE chains; the main qualitative difference arises
naturally from the chain connectivity that for long times and
large length scales causes Rouse-like dynamics in PE against
the “normal” diffusion in the oligomers. This leads to
stretched functional forms for PE while n alkanes exhibit
Lorentzian diffusive components.

In Fig. 8, we can see that the non-Gaussian parameter
	2�t� takes significant values �	2�t��0.2. . .0.3 �34,39�� at
times shorter than tc �tc�421 K��5 ps, tc�551 K�
�1.5 ps�. Inspecting Fig. 4�b�, we realize that �w

inc�Q ,T� is
smaller or of the order of tc for Q�0.8 Å−1. This implies
that for Q�0.8 Å−1, the incoherent scattering function is
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strongly non-Gaussian, an observation which is consistent
with the results of Fig. 6�b�.

The incoherent scattering function of PE hydrogens has
been investigated in a number of previous works �see, e.g.,
�6–8,10–12,16,18,19��. Some of those studies were focused
on the lower temperature region, where the sample is semi-
crystalline �6,8,10�. Above the melting point, the analysis of
the data in terms of KWW functions delivered very similar
results �� values and dispersions of the characteristic times�
to those here reported. The analysis in the time domain was
addressed in Refs. �16,18� where the function f�Q , t� was
obtained in a similar way from TOF data. Deviations from
Gaussian behavior were also reported though they were not
quantified. In fact, the only experimental information about
the mean-squared displacement and the 	2 parameter was
provided in Ref. �11� in the solid state �amorphous and crys-
talline� from elastic measurements. They reported values for
	2 in the range 0.2. . .0.3.

The question of the Gaussian behavior can be much more
easily addressed with computer simulations at hand, which
allow direct insight in the correlations in real space �and can
avoid crystallization�. The results obtained at 504 K from a
united-atom PE model by Arialdi et al. �20� showed 	2�t
�1 ps��0.1 and a tendency to increase toward shorter
times, very much compatible with our observation. Also
comparable are the results obtained by Roe �14� in a PE
united-atom model at lower temperatures. Using an explicit
atom PE model, Smith et al. �16,18� also found deviations
from Gaussian behavior that were attributed to the onset of
torsional transitions. Regarding other polymers at equiva-
lently high temperatures, recent MD simulations on polyeth-
ylene oxide �50� show a very similar behavior of the non-
Gaussian parameter to that here reported for PE; also
consistently, the second peak of 	2�t� in polyisoprene �34�
was shown to disappear �merged with the microscopic one�
at very high temperatures.

Finally, we comment on the NSE work on protonated PE
reported in Ref. �12�. There, the intermediate scattering func-
tion was measured at 509 K and times above 10 ps. The
function f�Q , t� �Eq. �10�� corresponding to two Q values
superimposed well, suggesting Gaussian behavior in the ex-
plored time region. Those results are consistent with ours,
since for t�10 ps, we extrapolate a very small value for 	2;
moreover, the values reported for the mean-squared displace-
ment agree in both cases, 	r2�t�10 ps�
�25 Å2. In that
work, the motions observed were interpreted in terms of the
Rouse model up to 1 ns, where the influence of the topologi-
cal constraints becomes apparent. In the following, we dis-
cuss how our results compare to the Rouse prediction.

3. Connection with Rouse dynamics

Consistently with the experiments on incoherent scatter-
ing �12�, NSE results on the single chain dynamic structure
factor of PE fully agree with the Rouse model where en-
tanglement effects are not important �58�. In that work,
the values of the Rouse variable W�4 were reported at
temperatures in the range here investigated. In Table I,
we show the W�4 values interpolated according to the
best Vogel-Fulcher fit of those results: W�4�Å4 /ps�

=4.15�1010 exp�−417.67 / �T�K�−292.77�� �59�. The mean-
squared displacements deduced from the Rouse model �Eq.
�7�� with such values of W�4 have been included as solid
lines in Fig. 11. In this calculation, we have considered the
statistical segment in the definition of the bead. Neutron scat-
tering measurements on the chain conformation report a seg-
ment size of about 10 CH2 units �30,60,61�; MD simulations
�62� found a similar result �9 CH2�. We have chosen
1 bead=10 CH2 units. The corresponding temperature-
dependent sizes �seg have been obtained from Ref. �30� and
are displayed in Table I. In principle, the validity of the
Rouse model is limited to length scales larger than �seg. This
table also shows the values of the segmental time �seg �char-
acteristic time of the highest mode number p in the Rouse
model� that is about 2 orders of magnitude slower than the
structural relaxation time �	. Figure 11 shows that, in order
to match the experimental results with the Rouse prediction,
we would have to assume some change in the slope of 	r2
 in
the gap between the limit of our experimental window and
�seg. However, the extrapolation toward short times of the
asymptotic low-p results for the Rouse mean-squared dis-
placement �Eq. �8�� matches the experimental results aston-
ishingly well. If we attribute the sublinear regime to Rouse-
like motion as suggested by this coincidence, we should
assume a much smaller bead size than the statistical segment.
For the case 1 bead=1 CH2 monomer, the shortest time in
the Rouse motion �mon would be even faster than the struc-
tural relaxation time and the Rouse prediction would de-
scribe rather well the experimental data above �mon �see Fig.
11 and Table I�. Thus, from the TOF results, it could be
concluded that the Rouse model effectively describes the
whole dynamics after the microscopic regime, even if in
principle it should not be applicable in this regime.

Analysis of the individual Rouse modes can be made
from MD-simulation results. In fact, several authors report
deviations from the Rouse predictions for PE �17,18�. Smith
et al. �16,18� attributed the observed deviations primarily to
the non-Gaussian self-displacements resulting from intermo-
lecular correlations. We thus face a somehow paradoxical
situation: the Rouse model indeed fails at short times and
small length scales, but, within the uncertainties, the experi-
mental observation would be compatible with it even where
it cannot be applicable. A similar situation has been found in
the case of polyethylene oxide �50�.

4. Collective versus self-motions

The phenomenological KWW description of the scatter-
ing functions requires Q- and T-dependent shape parameters
that also depend on the correlation function considered.
Therefore, for a direct comparison of the coherent and inco-
herent characteristic times, we consider the average times as
defined in Eq. �12�. They are displayed in Fig. 12 for three
temperatures. The reminiscence of S�Q� in the coherent av-
erage times is clear.

In the case of simple monoatomic liquids, the coherent
scattering function can easily be built starting from the inco-
herent one. There, the coherent characteristic time shows the
so-called de Gennes narrowing �5�
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�coh�Q� = S�Q��inc�Q� . �13�

We may check how well does it work for the characteristic
times of PE. Figure 13�b� shows the ratio between the coher-
ent and incoherent average times. In the same figure, the
structure factor at the two extreme temperatures has been
included �63�. We find clear discrepancies, especially below

the first maximum of S�Q�. It is also noteworthy that for the
lowest temperature investigated, the behavior in the peak re-
gion is more marked, leading there to even stronger devia-
tions from Eq. �13�.

We note that the measured incoherent scattering function
corresponds to a subsystem of the atoms in PE �only the
hydrogens� and does not necessarily coincide with the self
part of the coherent scattering function, i.e., which includes
also the carbons. Unfortunately, this function is not acces-
sible experimentally �the incoherent cross section of C is
zero�. We could expect that hydrogens move faster than car-
bons, leading to larger values of the ratio between the experi-
mental times than considering the right self-correlation func-
tion. This could explain the differences above Qmax.
However, at lower Qs, such an argument does not reconcile
the comparison. There, we also note the markedly stretched
behavior of the dynamic structure factor �see Fig. 5�a�� and
the high values obtained for the amplitudes �larger than 1 for
the normalized functions�. This implies that the KWW de-
scription in this regime has to be considered as a mere effec-
tive description of the data in the experimentally accessible
dynamic window. At shorter times, it must necessarily fail.
We also note that the failure of de Gennes prediction at low
Q values cannot be attributed to the incoherent contribution
of deuterons to the spectra. This contribution should be
slower than the collective dynamics. Considering now the
spectral shapes, the ratio between the shape parameters �
shows a significant S�Q�-like modulation in �Fig. 13�a��, be-
ing at Q�1.5 Å−1 rather close to 1.

As mentioned above �Sec. III�, at lower temperatures, the
first fast regime has been found to follow a Debye-like be-
havior for both coherent and incoherent scatterings. The co-
herent characteristic times deduced for polybutadiene �PB� in
the fast dynamics regime followed rather well the Q depen-
dence of a simple de Gennes narrowinglike relationship with
the incoherent times deduced from the protonated samples
�27�. In a similar way, within the experimental limitations,
such a relationship seems to be also fulfilled for poly�vinyl
chloride� �28,64,65�. The situation is more complicated when
the second slow decay of the dynamic structure factor is
considered. In the case of PB, its reminiscence of S�Q� could
be attributed to the � process �66�. In polyisobutylene �PIB�,
this decay shows a S�Q� modulation in the amplitude, but a
Q-independent � parameter. Close to the peak, the coherent
characteristic times could be approximately described with a
Sköld-like ansatz �67� that might be more appropriated for
stretched exponentials representing anomalous diffusion �68�

�coh�Q� = S�Q�1/��inc�Q� . �14�

This expression produces a sharper modulation with S�Q�
than that expected in the case of simple liquids ��=1�. How-
ever, this description fails again at low Q in PIB �35�. In
poly�vinyl acetate� �PVAc�, the spectral shape is approxi-
mately independent of Q; both de Gennes and Sköld ap-
proaches fail in accounting for the observed narrowing. The
complementary MD simulations in that work on PVAc and in
Ref. �42� on poly�methyl methacrylate� reveal the intriguing
complexity of the correlations contributing at the first peak in
polymers containing side groups, ruling out the possibility of
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applying such simple approaches to collective dynamics in
such systems.

In PE, at high Q values, we observe a rather similar be-
havior to that reported for the microscopic dynamics at lower
temperatures. The only difference is the stretching that we
have rationalized above. At lower Q values, the correlation
functions in PE decay to a large extent through diffusivelike
motions that are strongly influenced by chain connectivity
leading not only to stretching, but also to severe deviations
from the Q dependence expected in a simple liquid. Using
Eq. �14� does not improve the description of 	�coh
 / 	�inc
.
However, we note that the sharper feature observed at 421 K
�Fig. 13� could hint the incipient emergence of the signatures
found at lower temperatures when the two-step relaxation is
well developed.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have characterized the coherent and incoherent scat-
tering functions measured by time-of-flight techniques on
polyethylene above the melting point. From the results, we
conclude that:

�i� In the time-range accessed, the intermediate scattering
functions display a single-step decay. No signatures of cage
effect are visible.

�ii� The structural relaxation as observed at the intermo-
lecular structure factor peak shows a weaker temperature de-
pendence than that extrapolated from macroscopic mechani-
cal measurements and approaching to that obtained for an
isolated chain �15�, indicating a low degree of interchain
cooperativity.

�iii� There is an apparent direct crossover from the micro-
scopic regime to a Rouse-like regime �though MD simula-
tions show evidences of deviations from Rouse dynamics�.

�iv� In the high Q range—local scales—the scattering
functions decay mainly through fast processes �vibrations,

librations, tumbling of CH2 groups, etc.� �18,57�. There, cor-
relations are less apparent and the stretching could be due to
the heterogeneity in the time scales of these local motions. At
larger length scales �intermolecular and in the so-called
intermediate-length-scales region�, the intermediate scatter-
ing functions decay to a rather significant extent via torsional
transitions �15,18� that determine the chain dynamics. There,
chain connectivity plays a major role in the stretching ob-
served for the scattering functions.

�v� A simple de Gennes–like narrowing could reasonably
describe the behavior at Q values above the structure factor
peak �apart from the remaining stretching�. However, at
lower Q values, the relation between coherent and incoherent
scattering functions is not reproduced by any existing ap-
proach. The markedly stretched behavior of the dynamic
structure factor at intermediate-length scales is particularly
intriguing.

Predicting the behavior of the dynamic structure factor in
the intermediate-length scales region is by no means trivial
�35�. This work may motivate further theoretical or simula-
tion efforts to understand the dynamics of polymers in this
almost unexplored region. The new experimental results here
presented provide essential information to validate MD
simulations and/or or check theoretical approaches in this
direction.
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